
GCSE ENGLISH 
L ANGUAGE

U N I T  3 : A R G U M E N TAT I O N , P E R S U A S I O N  A N D  
I N S T R U C T I O N A L  



Question (and 
answer) booklet

Resource (texts) 
booklet



PAPER INFORMATION:
YOU MUST ANSWER EVERYTHING IN THIS 
PAPER!
Reading (Section A)
- 10 mins reading
- 50 mins answering

Writing (Section B)
- ANSWER BOTH TASKS! 
- B1 - 5 mins planning and 25 mins writing
- B2 - 5 mins planning and 25 mins writing



READING!

H I N T S  A N D  T I P S !



ü Make sure you have a highlighter/pen/pencil 
so that you can EXPLODE THE 
QUESTIONS!

You should be thinking:
ØWhat type of question is this? 
Ø How have I been taught to approach it?
ØWhat is the focus/subject of the question?
Ø How many marks is the question worth?
Ø How much space do I have to answer it?

EXPLODE THE 
QUESTIONS!



LOCATE/RETRIEVE/FIND/GIVE/LIST
ü Low marks (usually)
ü Sometimes find the quote/evidence and copy it

ü May be from an infographic text and require 
reading of numeracy

RUSHING AND MISREADING!

SKIPPING THE QUESTION!

‘HOW MANY’ IS NOT A % 

ANSWER



VERBAL REASONING
ü Often multiple-choice
üEliminate the distractors! 
üThink about what the word sounds like
ü Have you heard it before?
ü Read the word in the context of the sentence
ü Deduce and reduce your options

1. GUESSING STRAIGHT AWAY

2. THINKING YOU KNOW THE WORD 

WITHOUT LOOKING AT THE 

CONTEXT!



PISA TEXT PURPOSES / TYPES
üThere will be one question across the two papers. 

üIt should be a tick box response.

PERSONAL: texts 
that are intended 
to satisfy an 
individual’s 
personal interests.
For example: 
letters, fiction, 
diary-style blogs.

PUBLIC: texts that 
relate to activities 
and concerns of the 
larger society. 
For example: public 
notices, news 
websites.

OCCUPATIONAL: 
related to work. 
For example: job 
advertisement in a 
newspaper or 
online.

EDUCATIONAL: 
usually designed 
specifically for the 
purpose of 
instruction. 
For example:
text books, 
interactive learning 
software.



1 mark = 1 minute.  
Don’t waste time.

Why has it 
been written?











EXPLAIN
ü Provide a quote and explain how it addresses the 
question (cause and effect)

ü Use causal connectives (NEXT SLIDE!)
üLabel your points on the copy of the text (this can help 
you to keep track)

ü Keep the quotes brief and precise
üUse a range of evidence and ideas

1. Repeating yourself

2. Just giving lots of quotes

3. Not addressing the question

4. Not writing enough



Irregular sleep patterns can affect teenagers in schools in 
several ways. 
Firstly, sleep is known as "food for the brain". This means 
that...
Additionally, a lack of sleep can "limit their ability to learn", 
so they are likely to...





SUMMARY
ü 3 rules
ü Shorter than the original

ü Use your own words
ü Main points only

ü Can use extended bullet points
1. QUOTING!

SAY "HELLO" TO SOME EASY MARKS! REMEMBER 
TO BE SHARP. HIGHLIGHT THE KEY 

INFORMATION AND THEN MOVE IT INTO 
ALTERNATIVE WORDS!



2 ............................................................................................................................ 

3 ............................................................................................................................

4 ............................................................................................................................
Can the layout of the text help you?
Don’t copy everything. Choose the bit that 
helps you answer the question.
Check - think logically without the text –
Does that order make sense?

SEQUENCING



SEQUENCING



SYNTHESIS
• Synthesis is NOT comparison

• The question should say ‘SYNTHESISE’. If it doesn't, step back and look 
at what it says!

• Focus on what the question wants you to pick out

• Don’t blur the texts together (all texts say …)

• Write about one text (with quotes) and then the other (with quotes)

• Make sure that you cover each text in an equal amount/way

• You can write about one text first and then your second text

• You are allowed to alternate paragraphs (if you choose to write more 
than one about each of the texts)

1. COMPARING

2. NOT ATTEMPTING



HOW DOES THE WRITER…
üAnalyse language!
üUse short, relevant quotations

ü Evaluate how the writer is using language/techniques –
what is the effect? (INFERENCE)

ü Unit 3 - AFOREST
1. LISTING QUOTES

2. NOT PROVIDING 

EXPLANATIONS

3. TECHNIQUE 

SPOTTING





LANGUAGE TO EXPLORE A TEXT 
(HOW/ANALYSIS/IMPRESSIONS)

• Demonstrates…
• Implies…
• Suggests…
• Indicates…
• Shows…
• Evokes…
• Creates the 

impression…



WRITING!

H I N T S  A N D  T I P S !



WHICH SKILLS DO YOU NEED TO SHOW THE 
EXAMINER?

• Varied sentence lengths and types (simple, compound 
and complex)

• Varied sentence openers

• Varied and accurately used punctuation

• A range of vocabulary

• Accurate spelling (especially commonly misspelt 
words)

• The ability to develop arguments and write persuasively

• The ability to sustain your writing (1.5 - 2 sides of A4)

• A range of techniques

All of this 
should be 

done 
purposefully 

to create 
effects!



TWO PURPOSES IN THE WRITING 
SECTION!
• Argumentation

• Persuasion 

• YOUR PURPOSE AND YOUR AUDIENCE COME FIRST, 
AS WELL AS YOUR STRUCTURE (PARAGRAPHING AND 
LOGICAL SEQUENCE)



TWO TASKS!

•You have to respond to both of the writing 
tasks in this section. 
•You should aim to write 200-300 words in 
each of your responses.



POSSIBLE WRITING TASKS
1. Letter (formal or informal)
2. Speech / contribution / talk
3. Leaflet or guide
4. Review
5. Article / blog 
6. Formal report / report



BE CAREFUL! 
IF THEY THROW 
SOMETHING IN THAT 
YOU DO NOT EXPECT…
Step back and check your 
purpose carefully. Look out for 
the key words or phrases in 
the question. 



TIPS FOR EXTENDED WRITING
• Explode the question – answer the task you are given
•Hit the word count (200-300 for each piece)
•Plan – PAFT, bullet point ideas in your plan at the start

•Paragraph your work –TiP-ToP!
•Proofread and check your work

•Use ambitious vocabulary
•Use a range of techniques in your writing to engage the 
reader



ARGUMENTATION

Look out for ‘arguing’, ‘giving 
your views’, ‘you feel 
strongly’, ‘giving your 

opinion’, ‘expressing your 
opinion’ and ‘expressing 

your concerns’. 



WHAT TO REMEMBER…
•Writing an argument for GCSE English is different 

from arguing with a friend.  You should write a 
balanced and rational argument, less passionate or 
emotional than if you were writing to persuade. You 
should take opposing views into account in your 
response. 
•DON’T FORGET TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE 

COUNTER-ARGUMENTS AND TO DO SO 
POLITELY!



HOW TO APPROACH ARGUMENTATION…
•Aim to write a short introduction and conclusion 
with 3 developed paragraphs in the main body
•Use a range of techniques to present your 
argument/s
•Use examples and evidence to support what you say
•Use topic sentences to introduce what the 
paragraph is about
•Use adverbs to emphasise your points e.g. surely, 
obviously, importantly



ARGUMENTATION CONTINUED…

•Use connectives to structure your response e.g. firstly, 
secondly, moreover, also, furthermore etc.
•Acknowledge the other side of the argument using 
connectives such as alternatively, on the other hand, some 
might argue etc.  ALWAYS COME BACK TO YOUR 
MAIN VIEW!
•Use a range of ambitious vocabulary
•Include a range of punctuation e.g. parenthesis, semi-
colons etc. 



1. Topic sentence – introduce your point.
2. Explain the effect this would have through an example (+ positive or –

negative). 
3. Contrast this point with what others might say (the counter-argument).
4. Express your view and give reasons for believing this counter-argument is wrong (the 
rebuttal). This means that you need to bring it back to your original argument/opinion.

Taking your holiday in the United Kingdom or Wales reduces the carbon footprint for our 

planet. If people continue to jet off abroad at the current rate, and are too quick to use 

aeroplanes, the air pollution generated could be catastrophic for the future. Of course, 

some will argue that holidaying abroad is vital for the global economy. However, isn’t the 

future of our planet far more important than any economic consideration? Our 

environment cannot be replaced.





PERSUASION

Look out for 
‘persuade’, 

‘persuading’, ‘tempt’ 
and ‘encourage’.



HOW TO APPROACH PERSUASION…
•Aim to write a short introduction and conclusion with 3 
developed paragraphs in the main body
•Use a range of techniques to persuade the reader to your 
point-of-view
•Use evidence and examples to support what you say
•Use topic sentences to introduce what the paragraph is 
about
•Use adverbs to emphasise your points e.g. surely, obviously, 
importantly
•Use a range of ambitious vocabulary



A FOREST refers to the use of the following 
techniques in a text…

A FOREST

Alliteration and anecdotes

Facts and flattery
Opinions
Rhetorical questions and repetition
Emotive language and exaggeration
Statistics (and superlatives!)
Three (rule of) / triples



WRITING PURPOSES: 
LOOK FOR THE CLUES! 
‘Dogs are dirty, destructive creatures and 
should not be kept as pets’.
You see the above statement in a local 
newspaper and feel very strongly about the 
writer’s views. 
Write a letter to your local newspaper in 
which you give your own views about dogs. 
Write your letter.

What’s the purpose? 
How should you write this piece? 
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Headteacher,
Holywell High School,
Strand Lane,
Holywell,
Flintshire,
CH8 1CD.

110, Market Street,
Holywell,
Flintshire,
CH8 9AB.

20th March, 2018.

Dear Sir / Madam, 

Your address

Date

The recipient's 
address (the  
person you’re 
writing to).

FORMAL LETTERS



Dear Sir / Madam = Yours faithfully

Dear Mr. Jones / Miss Allen / Ms. Smith = 
Yours sincerely



SIGNPOST WORDS AND PHRASES

For starting 
paragraphs:

• Firstly

• Secondly

• Another significant point 
/ issue

• Finally

To show that something is 
important:
• significantly

• importantly / most 
importantly

• essentially

• crucially



110, Market Street,
Holywell,
Flintshire,
CH9 8AB.

20th March, 2018.

Dear Jane,

Take care,

Emma x

You only 
need to 
include your 
address.

INFORMAL LETTERS



REVIEW 
(COULD BE ARGUMENTATION OR 

PERSUASION)
1) Name of film/ book / CD

For a film, you should give the classification e.g. 
PG and name the stars and / or director. 

For a book, you should give a recommended 
age group e.g. 7-11 or young adult.



2) Background information / genre / plot
When writing about the plot do NOT retell the whole story!

A) Film— Name other films by the director/ stars / in the series to give a 
flavour of what to expect e.g.

This is the first film in what promises to be an exciting series. 
Another performance seeing X cast as … This time she /he is trapped in 
...

B) Book— This is the third book in a series of five following the lives of … 
Another fantasy novel, this time with the main protagonist fighting to 
find…



C) CD— Another outing by Bombay 
Bicycle Club, showing their mastery of 
the Indie form. Their trademark 
intricate guitar licks and punchy 
choruses...



3) Strengths 

A) Film— Think about the script / performances of 
the main stars / camera work / special effects / the 
director’s style / music.

B) Book— Were the main characters convincing? 
Why? Were the minor characters convincing? Why? 
Is the setting believable? Do you become unable to 
put the book down? Why?

C) CD— Which are the strongest couple of tracks 
on the album? Why?



4)   Weaknesses (if applicable)
Repeat the process writing about the 
weaknesses.

Consider what could be improved.



5) Recommendations
Briefly summarise your ideas and give a final opinion about the 
film/book/CD being reviewed—try to do it in 1 or 2 sentences 
and reflect what you have already written!

e.g. Despite the failings of the scriptwriter to provide a 
believable script, the performances of X & Y, and the 
accomplished direction, make this an ideal film for a relaxing 
Saturday night.

This proves to be __________’s best effort yet and 
___________________ .



POSSIBILITY ...
You have recently visited a new restaurant in town and you 
have strong opinions on your visit. 

Write a review of your visit [20]

Positive or negative!
Use your heading.

Provide an overview.
Focus on strengths or weaknesses and acknowledge 
opposing views. Use rebuttal.
Recommendation and rating.

Use your four-part argumentation structure.



SPEECHES

You must:
üaddress your audience at the start, but keep it 

brief;
üprovide clear opinions;
üuse an appropriate tone for the audience;
üconsider repetition, anecdotes and statistics to 

back up your ideas;
ürhetorical questions; and
ühumour (if it’s suitable for the topic).

It’s just paragraphed 
writing!



LEAFLETS
You will need:
• title / name / catchy heading;
• an introductory paragraph (this would outline a tourist 

attraction or outline the topic);
• subheadings;
• persuasive techniques and language;
• second person (you, your);
• facts;
• statistics;
• emotive language (depending on the task); and
• key information / details (depending on the task).

Remember a 
heading and some 
subheadings! Be 
catchy/engaging!



The details underneath your subheadings 
should always link to the topic. You need 
to use a topic sentence to start your 
paragraph.

Why visit Llandudno?
Llandudno is a fantastic resort for young 
and old to visit as it benefits from 
……………………

Don’t use too many bullet points!



THE OPENING OF A GUIDE…

What do you think?



ARTICLES
•Headline / article title (short, catchy)

• Use of first person plural (we)

• Second person direct appeal (you)

• Playing on words (using puns, usually in the 
title)

•Humour and some sarcasm (if it’s appropriate)

• The correct tone and language for the 
audience.



LAYOUT OF ARTICLES

Organise your material in a purposeful way with:
– a catchy heading

– an introduction that engages the reader

– three - four central paragraphs

– a short but telling conclusion.

If it says ‘lively’, be 
entertaining or 

humorous! 

Consider your target audience carefully. 



FORMAL REPORTS
•Be careful with your language (formal).
•Use your common sense!

•Use subheadings:

–introduction

– 3 – 4 headings (linked to topic)

– (recommendations)

– conclusion.



Your local council wants suggestions of ways in which they 
could encourage young people to take part in sports teams. 
Write your report. [20]

Persuasive!

Report:  Encouraging Young People to Take Part in 
Sports Teams

For: Denbighshire Council



REPORT LAYOUT
Title of report

Subtitle –
‘Introduction 
/ Overview'Paragraph 

explaining what 
the report is 
about. Subtitle of the 

first focus: 

Benefits 
of Sport

Paragraph about 
the first focus

Subtitle of the 
second focus:

Working 
in Teams

Paragraph
about the second 
focus



REPORT LAYOUT (CONTINUED)
Subtitle of third 
focus:

Appealing 
to Young 
People

Paragraph about 
the third focus

Subtitle of the 
fourth focus Paragraph about 

the fourth focus –
IF YOU NEED 
ANOTHER ONE!Subtitle –

Conclusion Paragraph
about the 
conclusions of the 
report

Author of the 
report and 
the date 
submitted



Your head teacher has proposed shortening the school day by one lesson 
and has asked for opinions from the students. Write your report. [20]

Argumentation!
• Title
• Introduction

• 3-4 sections (think about 3-4 ideas you would have). Remember 
to acknowledge counter-arguments in each section and then 
use the rebuttal.
• Conclusion

• Report prepared/submitted by:
• Date: 8th June, 2018.



British TV has become infected with a new disease that is 

sweeping our TV screens. The symptoms are easy to spot: 

vulgarity, low intellect and generally a high level of boredom. 

So what is this new plague called? Reality TV! 

Here is an introduction to an argumentative piece aiming to 
discredit reality television shows. Look closely at how to use 

a semantic field. 

What about….? treatment
cure

attack
epidemic

spread



We could use the same technique but with a military 
semantic field. How about….?

bombarded
attack

assault

strafed

invasion

war
enemy

infiltrated



Techniques for compelling openings:

- Start with a controversial or provocative statement. ‘All 
young people are fat, lazy and selfish. It’s obvious…’

- Use a rhetorical question and answer it. ‘Is there 
anything we can do to improve the health of our 
children? Of course there is.’

- Force your reader to put themselves in an imaginary 
position. ‘Imagine this: you are…’

- Use a life of 3 adjectives. ‘Fat. Lazy. Selfish. Yes, I am 
talking about kids these days.’


